EHR Conversions
Accurate and efficient
healthcare data conversions

Optimize The Value of Your New System
Keena is an industry leader in performing thorough and efficient data conversions. We work closely with
the key stakeholders in your organization to make sure your EHR conversion and data migration project
is a success, so your team can focus on continuing to deliver excellent patient care without disruption.

A Proven Process
Our conversion solutions team works with all of your existing patient data to convert, migrate, and then
provide easy access to current and archived patient information. We leverage advanced technology,
maintain strong relationships with leading EHR/PM vendors, and utilize our extensive conversion library
to get your new systems online quickly, accurately, and with minimal expense. Over the years we have
performed hundreds of conversion on most every EHR platform, and our time-tested approach
guarantees the best result for your new EHR and your practice.
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Eliminate Duplicate Patient Records Before
Conversion
Problems associated with duplicate patient records is an on-going
challenge, especially during conversions. Prior to your data migration
we quickly assess how big your duplication count problem actually is for
your organization. Then we employ a sophisticated merge patient cleanup
process. And, since the duplicate patient challenge never goes away we
can serve as your on-going duplicate patient management solution.

LiveArchive

Patient Data Archival
LiveArchive provides access to all archived healthcare records in an

$

integrated suite of healthcare archival applications. Providers and staff
use LiveArchive to access and interact with legacy clinical and financial
information through interactive dashboards.
LiveArchive Clinical archives clinical data from one or multiple Electronic
Health Record systems into a single data warehouse. The LiveArchive
database provides storage, display, and reporting capabilities for discrete
data such as population health, meaningful use, compliance and MSSP
reporting. Easily search and retrieve archived documents for reference,
compliance and release of records.
LiveArchive Financial moves your legacy financial data to LiveArchive
and allows you to continue invoicing and managing collections from
your financial archive.

LiveArchive Static

Release of Records
LiveArchive Static is an excellent way to archive an EHR for reference,
compliance and release of records. All records from your EHR are
converted into static PDF files and are searchable within the
LiveArchive Static database and can easily be output upon request.
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